
World of Visible Power & Form

World of Invisible Forces & Mystery

Undi�erentiated Quadrant

Broken Quadrant

Time Period:
Chimaeric

Time Period:
Rendering

Time Period:
The Depths

Time Period:
Resplendent

Danger Quadrant:  Both 
Stories can End Here

Power Quadrant

The Times, Worlds, & Quadrants of the Queen’s Path

Quadrant I

Quadrant II
Quadrant III

Quadrant IV



Once Upon A Time 
(OUAT) The Cursing

Marked

Blind

Dissolution

MISOR

MIPE

Security & relationships, but no power.

Knowledge & Power, but no 
security, few relationships.

The World appears 
balanced, but the birth of a 
child or an idea makes 
everything unbalanced.

There is a curse or a 
separation event.

She is revealed, hurt, marked, 
or bears a scar, this sets her up 
to be placed in a category

She is unaware the 
mark means anything, 
she tries to live in both 
worlds.

Chimaeric Period: 
She can go either direction, 

MIPE or MISOR

e.g.  Aurora is cursed by Male�cent
Celie is sent to live with Mister

e.g.  Anna’s hair gets a white 
streak, 
Merida gets her “princess” dress, 
Inanna gives up her symbols of 
wealth.

e.g.  Haddassah tries to live as a concubine 
while dreaming of saving her people

Anna & Elsa live in the same castle without 
ever seeing each other.

Quadrant I



Rendering Period:  
She is fully separated one half from the 
other into the two constituent parts: 
MIPE & MISOR

She commits to her role

MISOR MIPE

Cleaved

Encounter

Mirror 
MomentThe 

Hunt
Commit

Elsa stays in her room.
Male�cent retreats to the moors.
Elphaba wears the “hat”.

Deloris “becomes” a nun.
Snow White cooks and cleans for the 

Dwarfs.

The Sisters meet as themselves.

Encounter with 
the magical helper, Fairy 

Godmother, Magical Creature.  
Sometimes this is the same as the sister 

(Shug to Celie, or Male�cent to Aurora)

Commits to her 
SCAR or MARK.

Elphaba 
leaves OZ, 
defying 
Gravity

Elle leaves 
Harvard

MISOR 
is hidden or 
imprisonsed 
against her 
will

MIPE is 
driven into 
isolation.

Quadrant II:



Depth Period: 
This is the most dangerous period on the 
path. If the woman is not careful, her journey 
can end here.  If she doesn’t succeed in recon-
ciling the two parts of herself to each other, 
she will live abjected forever.

Each side 
breaks with 
 her sister 
entirely

Break the
Mirror

Abjection

Choice

Exchange

Transcendence

Something threatens to make 
the break permanent

MIPE can 
become 
Animus 

Possessed

MISOR can 
become 

married (to 
death), or die 
in childbirth

Each side reconsiders her decision.  

MISOR has to show 
agency or stand up to 

her sister.  If she has 
died in childbirth, she 

may give birth to a 
magical baby.
(MIPE baby)

MIPE has to give up her 
power or magic, most likely 

in order to be in relationship.  
If she doesn’t she will 
become “Wicked” or 

irredeemable.

The two exchange powers. roles, clothes, or positions.  
They begin the process of  “embodying” the other.

MIPE takes on Society for MISOR.

MISOR makes personal sacri�ce for MIPE.

One or both risk everything for the other.

Quadrant III

Happily 
Ever
After



The sisters combine forces and �ght for the crown or 
domain.  One or both of them claim their birthright.

Corporeal

Claim the Territory or Crown

Integrated

Crowned

Power in the 
body is 
restored

Male�cent’s wings are returned to her.
Anna comes back to life
Deloris can sing “uncovered”, not a nun
Celie confronts mister and curses him- healing is shown through Sophia

The sisters realize that they need each other, or ARE each 
other.  Each represents half of the sovereign whole.

Both sides gain sovereignty 
over their own lives.  One may 
actually be “crowned” as the 
leader of the domain.

Resplendent 
Period:  
Power is restored to both 
sides.  The land or domain 
is brought into balance.  

These lines are dotted because 
the two sisters share                 

sovereignty,  AND because 
these steps are especially non- 

linear.  

This Period is marked by tran-
scendent embodiment.  E.G. it is 

Wonder Woman recognizing 
she is a Goddess and using her 
crossed arms in power, Jenna in 
Waitress realizing that mother-

hood is her power.

Quadrant IV:
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